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Notebook Repair Our experienced team that has been serving with the 200th since the rise of
technology with each passing year Synergy Laptop Repairs at the same rate all the needs of your
self-developed and is able to provide even more.

Our team of experts with the brand, model, best of all the products you bring to an indiscriminate
manner has been repaired and delivered as before.

Provide better service in 2008 in Kadikoy, on behalf of the institutionalized Ä°ÅŸhanÄ±nda YazÄ±cÄ±oÄŸlu.

Indispensable for the repair of the laptop has become one of Istanbul.

I would like to respond to some questions you can think mounted.

What Notebook service?

Your warranty is over? Synergy Notebook Repairs No you do not worry about a phone call away.
Our team of experts would like to repair your computer with the new technology. Claim to be better
than before. Talking with a friend while sipping coffee poured on your computer. Create the look
immediately to your computer and as soon as possible. And the peace of mind of taking them home
with a quiet sleep, sleep at an affordable price

Why should I choose Synergy Notebook repair?

Since 2000, we do notebook repair. We develop ourselves further with each passing day. Failure
Tesspiti free with our expert staff do. We report the fault to you within 24 hours. No need to be
Kadikoy. Delivered free of charge with all of Turkey contracted kargomuz. 6 months labor, giving 2-
year parts warranty.

Repair of Laptop Considerations?

The most important issue in cheaper products used or second hand piece is not original. Notebook
Repairs Synergy 2-year parts warranty original products that make using a computer better than
before. Your computer will feel an increase in performance.

Warranty Laptop Repair Done How do you use?

Notebook Repairs Synergy gives you 6 months labor warranty. In addition, 2-year parts guarantee.
That is why choose us. Peace of mind
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